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Hans Zimmer's film scores are bold and unmistakable. Over the course of his prolific career, he
has provided music for some of the world's most beloved films, including Disney's The Lion King
and Christopher Nolan's The Dark Knight. This collection features faithful arrangements of some
of the best known titles by this brilliant composer. Titles: 160 BPM (Angels and Demons) * Ah,
Putrefaction (Sherlock Holmes) * All of Them! (King Arthur) * The Burning Bush (The Prince of
Egypt) * Can You Hear Your Heart? (Winter's Tale) * Cheldorado (The Road to Eldorado) *
Chevaliers de Sangreal (The Da Vinci Code) * Corynorhinus (Batman Begins) * The Dark Knight
Overture (The Dark Knight) * Days of Thunder (Main Title) (Days of Thunder) * Discombobulate
(Sherlock Holmes) * Doomsday Is Family Time (The Simpsons Movie) * Dream Is Collapsing
(Inception) * Drink Up Me Hearties (Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End) * Driving Miss
Daisy (Driving Miss Daisy) * Homeland (Main Title) (Spirit: Stallion of the Cimarron) * Honor Him
(Gladiator) * In the Beginning (The Bible) * It's So Overt It's Covert (Sherlock Holmes: A Game of
Shadows) * Krypton's Last (Man of Steel) * Life Goes On (A League of Their Own) * Maestro
(The Holiday) * The Nativity (The Bible) * Now We Are Free (Gladiator) * Roll Tide (Crimson
Tide) * Tennessee (Pearl Harbor) * This Is Clark Kent (Man of Steel) * This Land (The Lion King)
* What Are You Going to Do When You Are Not Saving the World (Man of Steel).

About the AuthorThe husband and wife team Nancy and Randall Faber are internationally
known as authors of the Piano AdventuresÂ® teaching method and over two hundred
publications for the piano. They recently founded the Faber Piano Institute in Ann Arbor, MI,
where they live with their daughter Vivian. Nancy Faber, who was named "Distinguished
Composer of the Year" by the Music Teachers National Association, enjoys a busy schedule of
commissions for the concert stage in addition to her educational composing. Recent
commissions include The Snow Queen for narrator and orchestra, The Picture My Imagination
Has Painted for Flute Quartet and Piano, and Trio for Flute, Saxophone and Piano. Her pieces
have been heard on U.S. public radio and network television. She studied composition with Joan
Tower, William Albright, and British composer Nicholas Maw; piano studies were at the Eastman
School and Michigan State University. Randall Faber toured Korea, Taiwan, Canada and the
United Kingdom. He was master teacher for both the World Conference on Piano Pedagogy and
the National Conference on Keyboard Pedagogy. He gave recitals in St. Louis, Ann Arbor, as
Convention Artist for the North Dakota Music Teachers, and performed as Visiting Artist at the
University of Michigan, University of Southern Mississippi, Saginaw State University, and
numerous universities throughout South Korea. He was this year's featured clinician for the
Nebraska Music Teachers, the Florida Music Teachers and the Pennsylvania Music Teachers
Convention, and recently presented his research at the 9th International Conference on



Motivation in Lisbon, Portugal. Dr. Faber holds three degrees from the University of Michigan
and a Ph.D. from Vanderbilt University.
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          This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited.

100 of the Most Beautiful Piano Solos Ever Harry Potter -- Sheet Music from the Complete Film
Series: Easy Piano Pride And Prejudice Music From The Motion Picture Soundtrack Piano Solo
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Asher Elster, “Buyer Beware! Very Very high quality. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
            
        
    
    

  
  
Super high quality, would recommend to experienced and beginner piano players who are
fans of Hans Zimmer. I know that a lot of people who purchased this are upset at the lack of
“essentials” but honestly you can go purchase those pieces at Musicnotes anyways. So people
please stop complaining. You still get some of Hans Zimmer’s core pieces. Please buy this book
it’s amazing. And would definitely recommend learning “Corynorhinus” first.”

TJ Edwards, “Many great songs, one little book. Several classics, Hans Zimmer is unrivalled
amongst movie themes!”

David Chatzistamatis, “Perfect difficulty level. I've been playing piano for most of my life,and I'd
consider myself at a moderate level. The music in this book is at a perfect difficulty level for me. It
isn't too tough, but it isn't easy enough to play it perfectly on the first sitting. You'll have to
practice the songs for a bit (but not too long), but once you get it down it all sounds brilliant. It
perfectly captures the essence of Hans Zimmer's awesome music, and including a wide range
of his music from Gladiator to Man of Steel. I would have preferred some different songs to some
of the ones included, but that's just me. All in all, you'll have a blast playing through it all.”

Dr Trophy Wife, “If you're a fan of his movie scores, you'll enjoy being able to play them yourself..
If you love the music in the movies he scored and can play piano WELL, you'll love this



collection. It's NOT easy to just sit down and play unless you are an ACCOMPLISHED pianist
but if you enjoy his music in the movies, you'll enjoy learning to play your favorites in n this
collection.”

Michael R., “A fine collection of songs by Hans Zimmer. A fine collection of songs by Hans
Zimmer. Right now these songs are a little above my playing level which is beginning- middle
intermediate but I'm very much looking forward to learning these songs in the future.”

Benjamin Bradley, “Totally Recommend. Great collection, and most of the arrangements are
really well put together. I'd say it's good for intermediate up players (ABRSM Grade 5+). The
pieces are well selected works of Hans Zimmer, covering a wide range of his works.I wouldn't
say it's a great technique or learning book, other than the enjoyment of playing the pieces, some
of them would go well in a concert.The Editing and printing quality is generally good, a few
publishing/printing money savers making page turns etc more difficult than necessary.This is the
best Hans Zimmer collection I have seen available and thoroughly worth he money.”

Frank B, “Recommended. This is an excellent collection - enjoyed playing some pieces straight
away but will have to work up to others(certainly to play them at the correct speed).”

Nik Morton, “Excellent. A greatly appreciated birthday gift. Excellent!”

The book by Hans Zimmer has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 411 people have provided feedback.
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